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Meyer [ 5 1 has observed that a symbol in the so-called wrong class Sy., 
gives rise to a kernel k(x, JI) satisfying the inequality 
IWx, Y)l< C/lx - A”+‘. (1) 
This implies that k(x, y) and k(y, x) satisfy the condition of Calderon and 
Zygmund 
I / w, Y) - k(x, Y,)l dx < c IX-Y,I>2lY-Y,l 
and so the operator defined by that kernel is of weak type (1, 1). Now, if the 
operator is continuous on Lpo for some 1 < p,, < co, one can conclude that it 
is continuous on Lp for 1 < p < p,, and p; < p < ox. 
To verify condition (I), it suffices to consider a pseudo-differential 
operator defined by an amplitude p(x, y, c) satisfying the following property: 
p(x, y, 6) has continuous derivatives in the variables x, y, and < up to the 
orders 1, 1, and n + 2, respectively, satisfying 
We use this remark to obtain first LP-continuity for some pseudo-differential 
operators defined by amplitudes. These operators were introduced in 11); as 
was shown there, they are bounded on L2. 
We establish at the beginning of Section 1 the precise conditions we need 
to assure simultaneously L2-continuity and condition (1). We suppose one 
more derivative in the variable < and, moreover, we also suppose that the 
derivatives of the amplitude p(x. y. [) up to the adequate orders satisfy 
i.e., we take in p = 1 1 I]. 
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As a matter of fact, in the case of a multiplier, Beals refers in [2] to the 
papers of Hirschman [4] and Wainger [6], which show that all the symbols 
satisfying ]Dap] < C,( 1 + ( r])-“‘“’ give rise to LP-bounded operators if and 
only ifp>/ 1. 
Finally, using the results above, we construct in Section 2 an algebra of 
Lp-bounded pseudo-differential operators. 
1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ FOR SOME PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let p(x, y, 6) be a continuous function defined on R” x R” x R”, with 
continuous derivatives in the variables x, y, and < up to the orders [n/2] + 1, 
[n/2] + 1, and n + 2, respectively. Moreover, for some 0 < 6 < 1, we also 
suppose that 
sup 
x,y,l~R” 
(ID;D;D;p(x, y, <)I/(1 $ (<j)“““‘+‘D”-‘y’) =B < co. 
la1.181G’n/21+1 
IYIdnt2 
On the other hand, let q be a Cr.-function satisfying 
We define 
L,f(x) = j e-2”ifx-y)t p(x, Y, 0 W) f(y) dv &, fE.iC', O<&<l. 
Under the above hypothesis, it is known (see [ 11) that L,, is a bounded 
operator on L2. Furthermore 
where C = C(n) > 0 does not depend on E. The operator L, can be written as 
an integral operator with the continuous kernel 
k,(x, y) = j e-2ni(x-y)‘p(x, Y, <) a(&() d& 
LEMMA 1.1. Under the above hypothesis, we get 
I(a/axj) kE(xY Y)l Q cB Ix- Yl--n-‘Y 
I(a/aYj)k~(x~Y)~~CBlx~Yl~“~‘~ 1 <j<nn, 
where C = C(n) > 0 does not depend on E. 
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Proox It is not difficult to see that the function 
p,(x, y, <) = p(x, y, r) r,$s<) satisfies the estimate 
~~,“~,4Dpp~(x,y,~)~~cB(l +]<])S(‘n’+‘D’)-‘y’ 
< CB(1 + ]#n’+‘D’-‘Y’, 
where ]a], ]/3] < [n/2] + 1, ] y] ,< n + 2, and the constant C = C(n) > 0 does 
not depend on E. We will write in the sequel ~(x, y, Q, k(x, y) instead of 
lo,, kc. 
Let p = p”’ + p’*‘, where 
P (1) = 0 if ItI>+, 
P (2) = 0 if I<]<:. 
We consider a function rp E CF such that 
suPP a, c { 1 < l(l< 3 1, 
2 $0(2-j<) = 1, C# 0. 
-02 
Thus, we can write 
p = p(l) + F p(*)(p(2j<) + F 
1 
y PV(2 -jr>. 
The support of the first two terms is contained in a compact fixed; thus, the 
corresponding kernel satisfies the desired inequality. 
Let 
Pj(x, YT 0 = P(x9 YT 0 V(2-j0Y j= 0, 1, 2 ).... 
We have 
a 
ige .I - 2ni(x-y)b Pj(X, y, <) dr 
= (e-2ni(x-y)t (-2ni&)p + -$p] q(2-‘r)d<. 
h 
Thus. we obtain the estimate 
-2ni(xPy)lpj(~, y, <) & < CB2”“+ I), 
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On the other hand, if we integrate by parts the expression 
we get the estimate 
Ix - yl”+’ 
Thus, 
(1 + 2j(“+” ]x - y(“+‘) ( $-j e-2ni(x--y’lRj(x, y, <) & ( < CB2j(“+“. 
h 
If &x, y) denotes the kernel obtained from the symbol cjao pq(2-j5), we 
finally get 
2j(n+ 1) 
f. 1 + p+2) Ix _ y(n+2a 
GivenrER,letusfix]x-y]=2’.Ifr>O, 
2i(n+ I) 
< 2-‘@+2) r 2-j < 2 . yr(n+ 1) 
,To 1 + pn+2 2’(“+2’ 1 
1% 
\ 
If r < 0, we write r = --s = -Is] - o and we divide the sum in two terms 
Y 
2i(n+ I) 
f-~~ 1 + 2i(n+2) 2rW+2’ 
=F+ Fc’. 
j=O j>E+ I 
In the first sum, we change the index to h = [s] - j. The sum becomes 
2Isl(nt 1' q 
2-fNn+ 1' 
hiIo 1+2- h(nt2’ 2-dn+2’ 
<2 (~sl+o)(n+l’ r 2ph(n t 1’ < 42 r(nt I’ hY0 13 
In the second sum, we write h = j - [s] - 1 and we obtain 
2w+ l’ln+ 1’ 
c 
2h(n+ I’ 
< 2. 2-rl"tl'. 
h>O 1 + 2h’ntZ’ 2(1-o’(n+2’ ’ 
Thus, the function (3/axj) k,(x, y) satisfies the desired inequality. 
In the same way, we can prove that the function ](a/aYj) k,(x, y)J also 
satisfies the inequality. This concludes the proof of Lemma 1.1. 
409/94/l-I8 
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The above inequalities on the kernel led us to apply the classical theory of 
Calder6n and Zygmund to obtain LP-continuity. For instance, using 
Lemma 1.1, we can obtain the condition of Calderbn and Zygmund 
1 I k,(x, Y> - kE(X> Yo)l A < CK IX-Y,l>21 Y--Y01 
where C = C(n) does not depend on E, y,. This condition implies that the 
operator L, is of weak type (1, 1), with a constant not depending on E. 
From all we have said, we can conclude that L, is a bounded operator on 
Lp for 1 < p < 2, with a norm < C(n, p)B. Since the kernel of the adjoint 
operator is k,(y, x), we deduce that L, can be extended to a continuous 
operator from Lp into itself for 1 < p < 03. Moreover, the norm is 
<C(n, p)B, not depending on E. On the other hand, it is known (see [ 11) that 
given f E kY, L,f converges in L2, as E + 0, to a limit Lf, not depending on 
the function q. Fatou’s lemma shows that L can be extended to a continuous 
operator from Lp into itself satisfying 
where C = C(n, p) > 0. 
2. THE ALGEBRA&~" 
Given 0 < 6 < 1, k = 1, 2 ,..., let 
N=k/l -6, if this is an integer, 
= [k/l -61 + 1, ifitisnot. 
We consider operators K acting on .Y‘ in the following way: 
N-l 
Kf= 21: 
1 e - 2RiX’ Pj(x, <>P(<> & + Rf, j=O 
where 
(a) The function pj(x, <) belongs to Sj, the class of continuous 
functions with continuous derivatives in the variables x and c up to the 
orders 2(n/2] + N + k + 2 -j and n + N + 2 -j, respectively, satisfying 
p,*Dfpj(x, r)l< C,,(l + lrl)-j(‘PS)+‘a’8-‘4’ for all x,tER”. 
(b) Given 1 < p0 < 2, R is a linear continuous operator from Lp into 
itself for p. < p < p;, where p; denotes the conjugate of po. 
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Furthermore, for each n-tuple a with ] a] = k, D”R and RD” can be 
extended to continuous operators on Lp. 
Let 4ip, and gk,p, be the classes of operators K and R, respectively. We 
will define on these classes structures of normed space and we will prove that 
they are complete. We observe that the functions in the class S’ have one 
more derivative in the variable < (see [ 1 I). This is a technical requirement in 
order to apply Lemma 1.1. Now, given R E 9’~,pg, we define 
IIR ll.~,,,,, = IIR llpo + IIR llp; + z: (lID”R IIpo + II D”R llp; 
lal=k 
+ IIRD” Up0 + IlRD” II,,& 
where II llpo and II llp6 mean the norm of a continuous operator from LPe or Lpli 
into itself. 
We define the norm in Sj by 
II PllSi= sup 
X,lER” 
lol<2ln/2ltN+k+2-j 
(1 + I~lywtlalS-IDI * 
lBl<ntN+2-j 
Since the representation as above of an operator in “a;,,,O is not unique, we 
define 
where the infimum is taken over all the representations of the operator. 
When no possibility of confusion arises, the spaces just defined will be 
simply denoted by A and 9. 
THEOREM 2.1. We have that (.9, II IIg), (AS?, II IId) are Banach spaces. 
Proof. Both of them are norm spaces, as can be readily verified. First, 
we will prove that 9 is a complete space. Let {R,,} be a Cauchy sequence in 
9. Thus, for each n-tuple a with ]a] = k, there exist operators R, R,, Ra 
which are bounded on LpD and operators R’, RL, R”& which are bounded on 
Lpd such that 
R,+R D”R, -+ R,, R,D” -+ R-,, 
as bounded operators from LpO into itself and 
R,,+R’, D”R,,-+ R;, R,D” + R-h 
as bounded operators from Lpd into itself. 
Now, given co,4 E CF, we have in the sense of distributions 
(RR w) = WR,cp, v) = (R ‘v, v). 
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Thus, the operators R and R’ coincide and we conclude that R is a bounded 
operator from Lp into itself for p0 < p < p;. 
On the other hand, 
(R,% W) = lim(D”R,p, v/) = (-1)‘“’ lim(R,cp, D”w) = (-1)1”1(Ro, oaw) 
and also 
(Rhrp, w) = lim(D”R,rp, w) = (-l)‘“‘(Ro, Day). 
Thus, D”R is a bounded operator from Lp into itself for p0 < p < p;. In the 
same way, we can prove that RD” also satisfies this property. Then, R E .R 
and moreover R, --t R in 9. 
The completeness of the space M can be proved as in [ 11. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p(x, y, <) be a continuous function defined on 
R”xR”xR”; we suppose that given 0 <j < N - 1, p has continuous 
derivatives in the variables x, y, and < up to the orders 
2[n/2] + N+ k + 2-j, 2[n/2] + N + k+ 2 -j, and n + N + 2 -j, respec- 
tively. 
Let 
sup 
1% 0: D;P(x, Y, <)I 
(1 + ~~~)-j(~-~)t~(lal+l4l~-lyl =B<m. 
x.y,lsR” 
lal.141<2~n/21tN+k+2-j 
lyl<n+nrt2-.i 
Let q be a function such that 
Then the integral 
L,f = /e-2ai(x-Y)I P(X, Y, r) v(@~(Y) dy d& fE.9, 
converges to a limit Lf in L2 as E -+ 0 and the operator L belongs to Ak.,, 
for all 1 < p0 < 2. Moreover, 
IIL IIM,,~, G CB, 
where C = C(n, pJ > 0. 
Proof. According to what we have said in Section 1, it is known that the 
limit defining Lf exists in L2 not depending on v and that L can be extended 
to a continuous operator on L” for 1 < p < co. Now we write 
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P@, Y, 4 = 2 (D,4 p)(x, x, t) (’ i,x’5 + x (N - j) 
IBI<N-j lOI =N-j 
x (D;p)(x, x + t(y - x), g( 1 - t)“-j- 1 dt (Y ax), 
Fixing 0 < E < 1, let 
&&) = c fi e-2ni(x-y)l (q!P)(X, 4 MY - +rw>f(Y) dy a 
lill<N-j ’ 
+ c ND-j je-2nicx-yjl jl 
(D,” P) 
lDl=N-j - 0 
x (x, x + t( y - x), <)( 1 - ~)~-j- ’ dt( y - x)~~(E<) f( J) & d<. 
Since 
substituting and integrating by parts, we obtain 
Xje- 2ni(x-y)*(D;1 0; p)(x, x, <)(D4-‘hj)(~t)f( y) dy dt 
+y 1 i 14l=N-i 4,64 
X 
j 
ep2ni(xpy)5 
I 
d (Dfl Dtp)(x, x + t( y -x), c) 
X (1 - t)N-j-l df(DoP4q)(&t)f( y) dy d{. (2) 
Let us now examine the two terms in (2), separately. The first one can be 
written in the following way: 
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According to the definition of the function q and using the dominated 
convergence theorem, it follows that the expression above converges in the 
pointwise sense, as s -+ 0, to 
To study the other sum in (2), we will also separate the terms where /3, =,!I. 
We obtain 
X (1 - t)N-j- ’ df q(@f( y) dy dt 
x I’e- Zni(x-J9[ 
r ' CD;' D; P) 
-0 
X (x,x + t(y -x), <)(l - t)“-jP’ dt(D’-“q)(ct)f(y) dy d<. 
The amplitude in each term of the second sum satisfies the hypothesis of 
Section 1; moreover, the function Dbe41 q vanishes near zero and so it can be 
written as the difference of two functions like q. Thus, that sum converges to 
zero in Id2 as E -3 0. 
Concerning the first sum, the amplitude 
,& (G r’ $7 i,’ (0; 0% p)(x, x + t(y - x), r)( 1 - t),‘+-- ’ dt 
satisfies the hypothesis of Section 1. Thus, the operator R, defined by this 
amplitude is bounded on Lp for 1 < p < co and the norm is <C(n, p)B. 
Given ]a] = k, the operators D*R, and R$” have the same properties. 
Moreover, it is known (see [ 1 I), that given f E cV, the sequences (Rf}, 
(D”R,f ), and {R, D*f } converge in L2 as E--P 0. Thus, the sequence (R,} 
converges, as bounded operators in L2, to an operator R belonging to LPk p * 0 
for all 1 < p. < 2 and the norm ]] R 11 RII,PO is <C(n, p,)B. 
Finally, we have obtained 
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This shows that L E Mk,PO for all 1 < p,, < 2 and 
Thus the proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete. 
In the sequel, LF will denote the Sobolev space of order t defined over Lp 
(see ]31). 
LEMMA 2.2. The operators belonging to c5?kk.p, can be extended to 
continuous operators from Ly to LF,, for -k < t < 0, p. < p < ph. 
Conversely, tf an operator R satisfies this condition, it belongs to 9’k,p0. 
Now, let Kj be an operator of the form 
where pi E Sj. Then Kj belongs to Sm,ra for all 1 < p. < 2 and for all 
positive integers m such that m < j( 1 - 8). 
Finally, given an operator K in A#&,, it can be extended to a continuous 
operator from Li into itself for all p. < p < p;. Furthermore, the inclusion 
A&, c Y(Lpk) is continuous, .Y(L$) being the space of linear and bounded 
operators from Li into itself: 
Proof. Let R be an operator in skVP,,; since R and D”R are continuous 
operators on Lp for /a I= k, p. < p < p;, it follows that R can be extended to 
a continuous operator from Lp into Lg. 
On the other hand, since R and RD” are also continuous operators on Lp 
for 1 a I= k, p. < p < p;, R can be extended to a continuous operator from 
LPk into Lp. According to an interpolation theorem (see [3]) R is a 
continuous operator from Lf into Lf+k for -k < t < 0, p. < p < p;. 
To prove the converse, we simply observe that the operator D”, (a] = k, 
maps continuously Lf into LFek, for all t E R. Now let 
Kjf(x)=je- 2nix’ Pj(x, t)f(<> dt* 
According to all we have said in Section 1, this operator Kj can be extended 
to a continuous operator on Lp for all 1 < p < co. On the other hand, the 
symbols of the operators D”Kj and Kj D”, la/ = m, are 
c 0 CT (-2zir)@’ Dz-a’pj(x, 4) a,<a Ql 
and 
(-2ni4)” Pj(x, 03 
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respectively, so that, using Section 1, we can conclude that they are also 
bounded operators on Lp for all 1 < p < co. That is, Kj belongs to %‘~,Po for 
all positive integers m < j( 1 - S) and for all 1 < pO < 2. 
Now to prove that Kj can be extended to a linear continuous operator 
from L: into itself, it will suffice to show that the operator DaKjJk, 1 a / = k, 
is continuous on Lp, with Jk being the operator of fractional integration 
defined as 
J”f=F[(l + i<]2)-k’2~], .fEYiV, 
where 3 stands for the inverse Fourier transform. In fact, the operator 
D”KjJk can be written with the symbol 
It satisfies the hypothesis in Section 1. Thus, we deduce that the operator is 
bounded on Lp. Moreover, the norm is <C(n, p)B. We obtain in this way the 
continuity of the inclusion. Thus, the proof of the Lemma is complete. 
THEOREM 2.2. We have that (M, II Ilx) is a self-adjoint Banach algebra, 
with the composition of the operators as a product. 
ProojY First of all, we observe that the operators in the class J are 
bounded on L*; so, to say that .,H is self-adjoint must be understood in the 
sense that given K E A, the adjoint K* as a bounded operator on L * also 
belongs to L,H. Now, let K EM. According to the definition of ]] ]Id, given 
13 > 0, there exists a representation of K, 
Kf = Ne’ 
JTCI . 
[,-*nixt Pj(x, t>P<<)& +R,f=xKjf +R,f, 
such that 
,<~<“~-, I/Pjllsi+ IIR,II,g=B, +lIR,ll.~< llKll.~+‘* 
,, 
Given g E 9, we have 
(Kjf, g12 = Ie- 2nix’ Pj(x, l) f(t) g(X) & dx 
= f, lim 
( J 
e E-10 -2ni(x-y)’ Pj(Y, C) v(E~) dY)&d5)2, 
where ( , )* denotes the scalar product in L2. 
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Thus, we obtain the following expression for the adjoint of K: 
N-l 
K*f(x) = lim Y 
E’O ,TO j 
e-2ni(x-y)’ Pj(Y, <) q(d) f( Y) dy & + R , J 
It is readily seen that the class 9’ is self-adjoint. Moreover, /RF JJ9 = 11 R, )j2. 
On the other hand, according to Lemma 2.1, the operator in the first term 
above belongs to J and the norm is <C(n, p&?r. Therefore, we can 
conclude that K* E 1 and 
IIK” IL< CB, + IIR 1* IIs < C(lIKII, + 0) 
where C = C(n, po) > 0. 
for all 8 > 0, 
We will now consider the composition of two operators in .N. Let H E JT 
and let 
N-l 
=Y 
ST0 
e-*“‘“‘qs(x,r)f(r)dr+R2f=~HH,f+R,f 
be a representation of H, such that B, + I(R,lls < ilHIIA+ 8, where 
B, = sups II q, Ilss. We have 
It is an evident consequence of the very definition that R , R 2 E 9 and 
We will now prove that KR, and R, H also belong to 9’. 
According to Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that these operators can be 
extended to continuous operators from Lp into Li and from LPk into Lp. But 
according to Lemma 2.2, we know that J is continuously included in 
Y(Lg); thus KR, belongs to 9’ and moreover 
IIKR,II,G C(B, + IIRdd llR,II,. 
On the other hand, we also know that H* EJ? and RT E 9. Thus, 
H*R,* E 9. Since we know that 9 is self-adjoint, it follows that 
(H *R F)* = R , H belongs to 9. Moreover, 
lIR,Hlls= IIH*R,Yll,G CIlHll~ilR~ll~~ 
Finally, we consider the composition KjN,. We can write 
KjHs = Kj(H,*)*. 
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According to what we have said above and using Lemma 2.1, the operator 
H,* belongs to M and therefore it has a representation of the form 
Thus 
Kjffs= 1 KjH:, + KiR,*. 
n 
According to what we have said above, it remains to consider the 
compositions KjHza. It is known (see [I]) that the extension to Lz of the 
operator Kj is given by 
where q has the usual properties and the limit is taken in L2. Therefore 
K,H:,f =ljz I’e- 2nixS Pj(X, 0 v(E~) Ha(<) dt. 
First, we will express Hcf in a more convenient way. Given g E ,Y , we 
have 
= Je ‘lriy’ q,,,(y, 0 g(t) f(y) dy dt 
Therefore we get 
The function pj(x, <) qs,,(y, <) has continuous derivatives in the variables 
x, Y, and < up to the orders 2[42]+N+k+2-j, 2]n/2]+ 
N + k + 2 - j - 1 a /, and n + N + 2 - max(j, s + /a ]), respectively. Further- 
more, these derivatives satisfy the inequality 
ID? 0: Di[ Pj(X, <I qs,n(Y, <>I I 
<cB,B2(1 + ,~,)-~+lal+S)(l-6)+G(lAI+14l)--IYl 
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If j + s + ) a I< N - 1, Lemma 2.1 shows that the operator Kj H~a belongs to 
~7. Moreover, 
IIKjH:alLG CB,B,* 
When j + s + \czJ > N, we assert that KjH:, E 9. In fact, according to 
Section 1, this operator is bounded on Lp for all 1 < p < co. Furthermore, 
given I/? = k, the operators D4KjHza and KjHza DB can be represented by 
means of the amplitudes 
(-2r~i<)~’ D:-” pj(x, 8 %.,b’t t) 
and 
respectively. Applying Lemma 2.1 once more, it follows that these operators 
are also continuous on Lp. Then, we deduce that KjHEn E 9 and 
IIKjHza IIS ,< CB,B, 
This concludes the proof of the Theorem 2.2. 
This theorem will permit us to deduce more properties of the operators in 
-‘-%p,. 
THEOREM 2.3. With the notation used in Lemma 2.2, the operator Kj 
can be extended to a continuous operator from Lz_, into Lf for all 
1 < p< 00, O,<s,<k, t< j(l -6). Moreover, 
d ha, = -‘&qo when h > k p. < qo, 
and all the operators in Ak.pO can be extended to continuous operators from 
L f into itselffor p. ,< p < p: , j s / < k. 
Proof. First of all, we assert that Kj can be extended to a bounded 
operator from LP, into Lp and from Li-, into Lf. In fact, the operator 
KjJ-’ can be represented with the symbol 
Cl + f~~2>“2 PjCx3 0. 
On the other hand, the operator DaKjJk-‘, llxl= k, can be written with the 
symbol 
(-2rri<)a1(l + l~12)(-ktr)‘2 D,“-“‘pj(x, 0. 
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Both symbols satisfy the hypothesis of Section 1; thus the operators that they 
define are bounded on Lp for 1 < p < co. Applying the same interpolation 
theorem mentioned in Lemma 2.2, we deduce that the operator Ki is 
continuous from Lz-, into Lf for 1 < p < co, t < j( 1 - S), 0 < s < k. 
Now, let K E dh,po. This operator can be written 
where pj and R satisfy the adequate conditions. It is clear that R E 9k,qo. 
According to Lemma 2.2, if k < j( 1 - 6), then Kj belongs to 9k,q,,. 
Moreover, if k > j( 1 - 6), this operator belongs to .Mk,qu. Finally, given 
K E -4k,PO’ according to Lemma 2.2, it is known that K is continuous from 
Lg into itself for all p. < p < ph. Using the interpolation theorem mentioned 
above, we deduce that K is continuous on Lf for all O,<s< k, p. < p <pl,. 
Smce K* also belongs to Hk,pO, this operator satisfies the same property. 
Therefore, K is also continuous on Lf for all -k ,< s < 0. This concludes the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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